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On the surface, Sama is an unassuming mono linear typeface with rounded 
terminals. But, with genial curves that gently billow its forms, Sama breathes 
new life into a sedate and saturated genre. Despite its closed counters, such 
subtle gestures in lighter styles lend each page a certain weightlessness; as 
Sama balloons in weight, these features bounce around with a youthful verve. 
No matter the language, Sama (meaning natural ambience in Hindi) is an 
amiable space to house your message.
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WARM
₹ 8790 Million

sunscreens

5% growth in crop yield
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We all live in the age of Artificial Intelligence,
we can't afford to live apart from Technology

Bangalore is called as the Silicon Valley of India because of the big 
number of information technology corporations located in the city 
which contributed 33% of India's ₹ 1,442 Bn IT exports in 2006–07. 
Multiple IT industry leaders have their headquarters in Bangalore.



During the "Hot Weather", Shimla was also the Headquarters 
of the Commander-in-Chief, India, the head of the Indian Army, 
and many Departments of the Government. The summer 
capital of the regional Government of the Punjab moved from 
Murree, in modern-day Pakistan, to Shimla in 1876. They were 
joined by many of the British wives and daughters of the men 
who remained on the plains. Together these formed Shimla 
Society, which, according to Charles Allen,"was as close as 
British India ever came to having an upper crust." This may 
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British Raj: Colonial
roots of famous
Indian hill stations. 
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